
Panama Circle

Pride Park DE24 1AE



Situated in the highly sought after City Point, Derby, this two bedroom ground floor apartment is offered to the market with no upward chain providing superb potential as a first time buy or buy to let investment having a sitting tenant with an achievable yield of over 6%

Upon entering the property an entrance hallway provides a storage cupboard and access to all accommodation. The contemporary kitchen to the front elevation includes black gloss wall and base units, integrated cooker, hob and extractor unit and spaces for appliances, The spacious living space within this stylish
apartment provides a lounge/diner is to the rear

The apartment boast two double bedrooms, one having an en-suite shower room including a shower cubicle, WC and hand wash basin. The family bathroom has a white three piece suite which includes a bath WC and hand wash basin.

Externally the property benefits from an allocated parking space. The communal areas of the building can only be accessed via a key and are well maintained throughout.
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Sales Disclaimer (CORN)

These particulars are believed to be correct and have
been verified by or on behalf of the Vendor. However
any interested party will satisfy themselves as to their
accuracy and as to any other matter regarding the
Property or its location or proximity to other features or
facilities which is of specific importance to them.
Distances and areas are only approximate and unless
otherwise stated fixtures contents and fittings are not
included in the sale. Prospective purchasers are always
advised to commission a full inspection and structural
survey of the Property before deciding to proceed with
a purchase.
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